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On the Banks of Plum Creek 
Vocabulary Fill in      Ch 25-26 

 

A. briskly 
B. furrow 
C. idle 

D. pod 
E. pullets 
F. rasping 

G. ripening 
H. scalded 
I. smoldering 

J. smudge 
K. tassels 

 

1. "Pa said the weather was perfect for _____ wheat" 

2. "The _____ whirring of their wings filled the whole air and they hit the ground and 

the house with the noise of a hailstorm." 

3. "Ma lighted pile after pile.  Laura watched till a _____ of smoke hid the field and 

Ma and Pa and the wagon." 

4. "The two hens and their gawky _____ were eating grasshoppers with all their 

might." 

5. "The long leaves were eaten off the cornstalks, and the _____, and the ears of 

young corn in their green husks fell covered with grasshoppers." 

6. "He stirred up the _____ fires and thick smoke hid him again." 

7. "Then Laura saw him go to the plow and lift it out of the _____." 

8. "He went, driving Sam and David toward the stable with the _____ plow." 

9. "'That's one of 'em, a _____ of grasshopper eggs.'" 

10. "Ma _____ a pan of sour milk and made pretty white balls of cottage cheese." 

11. "She went _____ into the house with Carrie, while Laura and Mary ran to let Spot 

out of the stable and drive her toward the creek." 
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----------Key (11 points)---------- 
 

1. G ripening .................................................................................. pg. 192 

2. F rasping .................................................................................... pg. 195 

3. J smudge .................................................................................... pg 197 

4. E pullets ..................................................................................... pg 198 

5. K tassels .................................................................................... pg. 199 

6. I smoldering ............................................................................. pg. 199 

7. B furrow ................................................................................... pg. 207 

8. C idle .......................................................................................... pg 207 

9. D pod .......................................................................................... pg 208 

10. H scalded .................................................................................. pg. 209 

11. A briskly ..................................................................................... pg 212 
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